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Stef Caris

Introduction

Current job:
Philips DA - E-commerce marketing manager Europe
• Creating and implementing content and advertising strategy PAN-EU

Previous jobs:
Philips DA - E-commerce manager Sweden
• Commercial responsible for the Swedish market

Agency side
• Head of vendor management
• Marketplace specialist
• Online marketing specialist (Google, social and programmatic)
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Philips Domestic Appliances

Restructure:
• Disentangled from Royal Philips
• Dedicated PAN-EU Amazon team that is mirroring the 

internal Amazon team structure
• PAN-EU content and advertising set-up and strategy
• Content revamp of the complete portfolio
• Strengthen collaboration with Amazon and agency

Result:
• Biggest brand in the home & kitchen category
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Category perspective 
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global & effective 
growth of 
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Time & money savings
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Content strategy
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How to determine content strategy

1. Understand the Amazon algorithm

2. Understand how to consumer browses on Amazon

3. Look at Amazon trends

4. Do market and competitor research (What are the best 

practices)

5. Determine brand guide and way of communicating

6. Create Amazon blue paper

6



Amazon – Why content matters

Where consumers start their search for new 
products

Where consumers go when they are ready to 
buy a specific product

In the countries where Amazon is dominant it takes over the position of the traditional e-commerce 
websites. It is for most consumers the first online interaction with a product or a brand. 

Therefor it is more than only a sales channel and becoming more and more also a branding platform.

Source: Forbes



The Amazon algorithm

1. Keywords determine if your product ranks on Amazon
2. Performance determines HOW HIGH your product will 

rank on the SERP



The Amazon algorithm – Keyword indexing

What is keyword indexing;
Indexing keywords refer to whether the Amazon keyword search algorithm is 
associating your product’s ASIN with the search term of the consumer

The following elements of the PDP are being indexed:
• Title
• Bullets
• Description
• Product information
• Back-end search terms -> Not visible for consumers

• Title and bullets are the most important placing for the keywords since these are 
indexed the highest and have the highest relevance for the consumer

• Repeating keywords is not a ranking factor
• A+ content is not indexed, but you can fill in image keywords in the A+ content 

that are being indexed (This is something different from meta tags)

Front-end keywords -> visible for consumers



Amazon – Consumer behaviour

• 88% of shoppers characterized detailed product 
content as being extremely important

• 98% of shoppers have been dissuaded from 
completing a purchase because of incomplete 
content

• 68% of consumer say they’d most prefer to learn 
about a new product or service via informing 
images or watching a short video

• 42% of consumers say that a good previous 
experience with the brand is important for there 
purchase decision



Amazon – Consumer behaviour

How do consumers browse through Amazon

Shoppers approach Amazon with a few key criteria 
in mind:

Main criteria (SERP): 
• Brand 
• Price
• Rating

Shoppers want to know that the product meets 
their general usage criteria (PDP)
• Main consumer benefit
• Impression of quality (materials)
• Durability / Reliability
• Easy to use / handle /clean



Amazon – Consumer behaviour - Skimmable Content

The F-Shaped Pattern

Most customers won’t dive headfirst into a text heavy PDP without 
first taking a look at what the content has to offer. You want to 
make it easy for the consumer to understand what the product has 
to offer with a quick scan of the PDP. 

Most consumers skim the page in a F-shaped pattern:
• Users first read in a horizontal movement, usually across the 

upper part of the PDP. Therefore, the titles get the most 
attention.

• Next, users scan the content in a vertical movement. They are 
skimming for information and confirmation of what they are 
searching for in the bullet points.

• Based on the information that appeals to the consumer they will 
read the rest of the bullets.



Amazon – Consumer behaviour - Images

Most of the attention is aggregated 
on visual contents -> include 
varieties of visual and textural 
content and arrange evenly on the 
page to keep shopper’s attention

Next to pricing reviews and product 
photos are the most important 
factors a consumer looks at during 
the decision fase

Source: Philips, eye tracking research



Amazon Consumer behaviour - Summary

Therefore, it’s important that;
• Use HQ images that explain the consumer benefit of the 

product.
• USP’s highlighted in the title should come back in the bullet 

points.
• Keywords are folded in naturally so that the title and bullets are 

easy to read.
• Within the bullet points; Use headlines that indicate what the 

bullets are about to make the content easy skimmable.



You are not the customer

Even though you love your product and would probably use it yourself - you not 
necessarily represent your target customer group. 

Everyone has a different perception and different level of knowledge - so it could 
happen that your customers don’t understand something that is obvious to you.

Hence, if you create content for your detail page, you should do it for a customer 
with zero knowledge about your product or even product group. 

This way it’s likely that the content is suitable for every customer group -
regardless of their background or level of knowledge.



Amazon trends - Mobile-First

Mcommerce

• At this moment 67% browse for products on mobile 
devices and 42% of the users buy their products on 
mobile, and it’s expected to continue rising over the 
next few years.

• Research also shows that users who have a negative 
experience in your mobile store are 62% less likely to 
purchase from you in the future.

• The future of mcommerce is blindingly bright. By the 
end of 2021, mobile is predicted to dominate online 
sales, driving 54% in sales.

Source: Business insider



Amazon trends - Mobile-First

Desktop vs mobile

• Product title: In the mobile view of the SERP, only the first 
75 till 80 characters of the product title are displayed.

• Smaller pictures: Your product images are much smaller in 
the mobile view. Especially for the SERP.

• Only 3 instead of 5 bullet points: From the total of 6 bullet 
points, the customer is shown only 3 on the product page. 
The other Bullet Points only become visible after you tap 
Details (They still will be indexed on mobile devices).

• Description: The description is displayed directly above 
and in a block with the bullet points and only the first 200 
characters are displayed.

• A+ content: If A+ is used, it appears before the description 
and bullet points.



Amazon trends - Mobile-First

Desktop vs mobile – Best practices

• Product title: Place the most relevant product information and key USP’s in the beginning 
of the title.

• Smaller pictures: Minimize the amount of white space in the main image. Ensure that the 
product will cover 80% of the image. Also use landscape mode for images to prevent white 
space on the mobile experience (2:3 or 4:5 ratio).

• Only 3 instead of 5 bullet points: Add what is most important to your audience in the first 
three bullets and if relevant add a call to action in your third bullet point

• Description: Put the key information in the first 200 characters and if disclaimers are only 
added in the bullets keep in mind that they are not visible for mobile users.

• A+ content: A+ content will replace the bullets and description and therefore will be the 
main conversion driver (Together with title and images) on mobile devices. Ensure to always 
ad the mobile optimized images in PA+ and make use of the mobile ready modules in BA+



Amazon trends - Images

Visuals are processed by the brain 60,000 times 
faster than text. Therefore, for customers the 
process of shopping on Amazon is also a visual 
experience
• 65% of the shoppers on Amazon are visually 

inclined and will not have the time nor patience 
to read the information in great textual detail.

• Online shoppers will only look at 20% of the text 
on your listing―but they look at almost every 
image if they are interested in your product.

• Through intuitive graphic design, you’ll be able to 
communicate the key features and benefits of 
your product without the consumer reading the 
text on the PDP.

• Having high quality infographics is the key to 
increasing your CR.

Source: Animoto



Amazon trends - Video

Avoid over informing: Avoid stuffing a ton of benefits and features into your video. 
Showing off the product and highlighting the main USP’s works wonders.

Make the video short and appealing: Viewers typically lose interest in a video if you 
don’t catch their attention within the first five seconds. Amazon suggests that videos 
should be less than one minute. However, product videos that have the best completion 
rates are in general somewhere between 30 and 45 seconds.

Avoid infomercial-style videos: The purpose of the product videos on the PDP is to 
highlight the key differentiators of your product. It’s not a TV commercial.
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Content blue paper
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Amazon – Content Guide

To ensure that Philips content is consistent and standout on Amazon we should create a content 
guide with goals per product category to ensure a quality standard.

SERP:
• Develop a recognizable look and DNA on Amazon per category.
• Create a title structure that is as concise as possible (brand + product description, key keyword(s) 

incorporation, Main USP) per product category.
• Ensure that consumers can see straight away the differences between products.
• Ensure that the top products have badges active to increase customer attention and CTR.

PDP
• Image gallery should be descriptive and highlight the product main USP’s (Add infographics to 

inform the consumer in a graphic and textual way).
• Bullet points should be based on key words and highlight key information about the product. 

Ensure that there is consistency between the information communicated in the title, mages and 
bullet points.

• Stay away from marketing terms and to technical description, talk in consumer benefits
• Try to avoid to much of repetitive information.
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Primary images: general rules
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▪ Main image : if possible, product should be shown frontal

▪ Impactful: images must stand out by using high-quality, 

real product images in hi-res.

▪ Clear: create normal images on white background without 

any additional graphics, logos and floating elements. 

▪ Real: images must accurately represent the product and 

show only the product that's for sale.

▪ High res: details of image need to be clear and crisp while 

looking at it via zoom-ability

▪ Consistent: ensure a consistent look and feel with 

primary images across the brand lineup, as these will form 

your brand “shelf”

▪ Informative: Highlight all key elements and facilitate 

product recognition and differentiate from similar products

Primary image
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2nd images: general rules
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▪ Ideally each product would have 6 
secondary images

▪ Their role is to visually 
communicate key details and 
features of the product

▪ They provide additional 
information to address key 
purchase barriers* and drive 
conversion. 

▪ The First 2nd image (PT01) can 
also contain reward logos next to 
the product image

95%

of consumers who 
look at one image in 
the image carousel, 
look at all images in 

the carousel.*
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2nd images: current sequencing

25

What’s in the 
box

Product  in use USP 1 USP 2 Lifestyle Versatility Additional 
features

Additional 
features

Description of 
2nd image

Present all items 
that are included in 
the box

Show product in use 
to visualize benefits

Showcase product 
in use to 
communicate its 
purpose

Use technology 
images to 
communicate 
certain superior 

features that the 
product may have

Showcasing product 
in context. Create 
realistic photos as 
the brain prefers 

realistic and high-
resolution pictures 
over illustrations

Showcase product 
in use in different 
situations

Through creative 
packshot or 
iconography ( or 
both

Showcase additional 
features that should 
be communicated 
on product

Copy on the 
image

Description of 
what’s included in 
the box

Short info next to 
icons regarding 
specs

Short claim of USP 
or main feature

Short claim of 
additional product 
feature or 
technology

Product type + 
purpose

Short copy claiming 
the posibilities of 
use (i.e. Fabric 
vertical steam)

Short claim together 
with iconography 
regarding additional 
feature

Short claim together 
with iconography 
regarding additional 
feature

Visual 
reference
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2nd images: general rules
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▪ Structure matters: follow a strict content 

messaging archictecture in order to include all the 

details that shoppers need to make a purchase 

decision

▪ Make sure to communicate your USP, main 

features and technology

▪ Present the most important information within 

the first 5 images - the rest can be used as 

additional assets –where possible

▪ Keep focus on the product

▪ Include lifestyle images and product in use

▪ It’s recommended to include a short copy on 

images to enhance the message of the visuals ( 

max. 2 lines of text)

Example:
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Brand
Variant Specifics / 
Keywords / Claim

Product 
Type

Sub-brand 
or Model 

Long Titles – 70 – 160 characters 

“Mobile First” – 70 – 90 characters 
Items past the 91 may be cut off on mobile  

91 – 160 Characters 

Keywords for SEO 

Product title

USP 1 + 
USP 2

Philips Azur Steam Iron, 250g steam boost, SteamGlide 
Soleplate, 2600W, quick calc release in 15 seconds, GC4567/86 

Example:

CTN code
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Product title: general rules
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Overall guidelines

▪ Product title should include elements that are compliant 

with search terms used by consumers at a general and 

category level in order to find product easily

▪ Use long versions of the product titles – make sure that all 

important info about the product is included along info that 

covers consumer needs

▪ Characters up to 160 characters ( with spaces) and make 

sure that most important info is presented firstly – as on 

mobile title will be cut on product listing

Tips:

▪ Utilize shopper language 

▪ Limit use of lengthy 
keywords

▪ Use a similar product title 
structure across all brands 

▪ Include unique features of 
each individual product

▪ Use simple, normalized 
phrasing for voice 
shopping / Alexa
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Text content: general rules for bullets & product descriptions
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▪ Use your brand’s voice and tonality to speak 
directly to the shopper, applying what you know 
about your shopper demographics and 
psychographics 

▪ Include value-based information and brand story

▪ Include tertiary information that’s not provided 
ATF (above the fold), such as unique product 
features and benefits, usage, and tips/tricks

▪ Integrate specific long-tail keywords (phrases that 
include a combination of multiple keywords.

Amazon provides 2 product description sections.*

Description

Bullets

Use the other section 
for a more a succinct 
bullet list

Use one section for a 
long-form narrative 
paragraph
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Bullet points: general rules
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▪ Bullet points should be short, descriptive and 

sum up all key product information. They should 

also contain category keywords to allow 

products to rank higher in search results

▪ Highlight the main consumer need of the 

product. Shopper should be able to read each 

feature in about 20 seconds

▪ Elements that must be included are brand name, 

product model, sole material, localised category 

keyword („steam iron”), USP/Main feature, 

technology

▪ Elements that should be included are additional 

features, i.e. for irons: weight, steam pressure, 

self-cleaning system, power, water tank capacity

▪ Bullet 1 = USP1: Main USP or feature 
of the product

▪ Bullet 2 = USP2: Any other feature(s) 
& major benefit(s) to the consumer

▪ Bullet 3 = Product specific feature
▪ Bullet 4 = Product specific feature
▪ Bullet 5: Product specific feature

▪ Bullet 6: Included accessories

Recommended bullet point structure

Highlight product 
features, in line 
w/what consumers 
are looking for
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Bullet points: technical specifications
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▪ 1 bullet point should contain max. 150 characters. Begin 

each bullet point with a capital letter

▪ Create at least 5 bullet points

▪ Bullet points should never include company information, 

website links, words such "new", "the best„ etc. Do not 

include promotional and pricing information

▪ Write in fragments and do not include ending punctuation

▪ Write all numbers as numerals

▪ Use capital letters to visualizethe most important advantage

of a product, i.e:

➢ SAFE DESIGN: the iron will stop the power after 15 

minutes if you keep it upright

➢ LARGE CAPACITY: Our 390ml/12.76 oz water tank provides 

more steam than the vast majority of steam irons
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PA+ content

• Optimize for mobile and desktop
• Make the page feel like a whole
• Educate the consumer about the 

end value of the product
• Cross or upsell via comparison 

table
• Split up your text into short 

paragraphs or bullet points
• Add headlines that sum up each 

paragraph’s main statement
• Include meaningful, high-quality 

images
• Add Videos to visualize 

complicated features
• Use short and simple sentences
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Advertising strategy and reporting

34
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How to determine advertising strategy

1. Understand the CDJ and impact of different ad types

2. Determine portfolio strategy

3. Create KPI’s

4. Track performance and make data-based optimizations 

35
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Reach a PAN-EU targets with a local approach

PAN EU targets Local approach

To reach high level targets on PAN-EU level, 
the overall advertising approach needs to be 
aligned per local market. What is the goal 
and how are you going to achieve this?

The difference in customer behavior per 
country is asking for a local approach. What 
products will be pushed as best sellers and 
how to handle product launches?
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Create media strategy per funnel

Ad types per funnel

Awareness: Invest in growing the total 
audience of Amazon audiences who are aware 

of your products.

Consideration: Help maximize 
purchase intent by telling your 

brand and product story.

Purchase: Help stay 
present when shoppers 

are ready to buy.

Loyalty: Help 
drive repeat 

orders & 
engagement 

with your 
brand.

Sponsored Display:
Reach customers outside of 

your subcategories.

Sponsored Display + 
Sponsored Brands & Video:
Reach new customers with top of 

search placements, videos and 
display banners.

Sponsored Display + Sponsored 
Products:

Reach customers looking for your 
products, remarket to customers and 

defend your product pages.

In-Market, Lifestyle, 
Demographic

Retargeting

Contextual

Ad Console Demand Side Platform (DSP)
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Mindset and approach per funnel stage

38
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Budget allocation and tracking: Aligned with seasonality and 
promotions

Boost traffic and visibility during 
peak events with extended 
targeting and additional campaigns 
types like SB video, SD and DSP

New Year Valentine’s 
Day Easter Deals Prime Day End of 

Summer Black Friday

Mother’s Day Christmas

Jan Dec

25000

20000

15000

10000

5000

0

Basic month budget Promotions and seasonality

Mar Apr Mei Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
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Tactics and KPI’s

Create tactics and KPI’s per category strategy

Product Tier Strategic 
relevance

Goal KPI Targeting Bid strategy Ad Type

Best sellers/ 
Market leader

Remaining Visibility & 
Turnover

ToS IS, Turnover & 
ACoS (low)

Defensive & Generic Market level AMS

Champions/ 
Accessories

Cross/upsell (Repeat) orders New to Brand, 
Orders

Generic & Offensive Market level AMS & AMG

New or grow 
categories

Growth Increase market 
share & Turnover 
growth

ToS IS & ACoS 
(high → low)

Defensive, Generic 
& Offensive

Aggressive AMS & AMG

NPI, Seasonality, 
Promotions

Boost Traffic & Rank 
improvement

Impressions, clicks 
& sales

High volume/top 
performing/event

Aggressive AMS & AMG

Low ASP/ Short 
CDJ

Always On Traffic & 
Turnover

ACoS (medium) Automatic Low AMS
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Track ad type and set-up

Creating files like this helps us to keep overview and identify gaps and opportunities:
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Optimizing principles

All advertising elements play a specific role:

Automatic and Manual Broad campaigns for educated keyword 
research

➔ Automatic campaign: Goal: keyword/ASIN research, bid 
level: low

➔ Broad Match: Goal: identify new long-tail keywords and 
generate sales, bid level: medium

Exact Match and Product Targeting campaigns for precise bidding 
to best target your audience.

➔ Goal: Generate sales with higher ROAS, bid level: high
➔ Product targeting: Visibility on your competitors PDP's to 

‘steal’ sales from them

Negative keywords/ASIN’s to reduce ad waste and direct traffic 
between each of the campaigns

➔ Control your traffic by excluding irrelevant and 
unprofitable customer search queries from your running 
campaigns

High sales & High 
ROAS

➔ Always on and 
never out of budget

➔ Add as exact 
keyword

➔ Bid more aggressive 
on best performing 
placement type 

High sales & Low 
ROAS

➔ Lower CPC
➔ Increase bid for 

best performing 
placement type

Low sales & High 
ROAS

➔ Increase CPC
➔ Increase bid 

adjustment for best 
performing 
placement type

Low (Non) sales & Low 
ROAS

➔ Pause Keyword
➔ Exclude (exact) 

from all related 
campaigns

High
Conv %

Low
Conv %

Low
Sales

High
Sales


